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QUESTION 1

You are in the early stages of planning a migration to GCP. You want to test the functionality of your hybrid cloud design
before you start to implement it in production. The design includes services running on a Compute Engine Virtual
Machine instance that need to communicate to on-premises servers using private IP addresses. The on-premises
servers have connectivity to the internet, but you have not yet established any Cloud Interconnect connections. You
want to choose the lowest cost method of enabling connectivity between your instance and on-premises servers and
complete the test in 24 hours. 

Which connectivity method should you choose? 

A. Cloud VPN 

B. 50-Mbps Partner VLAN attachment 

C. Dedicated Interconnect with a single VLAN attachment 

D. Dedicated Interconnect, but don\\'t provision any VLAN attachments 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Your company\\'s web server administrator is migrating on-premises backend servers for an application to GCP.
Libraries and configurations differ significantly across these backend servers. The migration to GCP will be lift-and-shift,
and all requests to the servers will be served by a single network load balancer frontend. You want to use a GCP-native
solution when possible. 

How should you deploy this service in GCP? 

A. Create a managed instance group from one of the images of the on-premises servers, and link this instance group to
a target pool behind your load balancer. 

B. Create a target pool, add all backend instances to this target pool, and deploy the target pool behind your load
balancer. 

C. Deploy a third-party virtual appliance as frontend to these servers that will accommodate the significant differences
between these backend servers. 

D. Use GCP\\'s ECMP capability to load-balance traffic to the backend servers by installing multiple equal-priority static
routes to the backend servers. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

Reference: https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/instance-groups/adding-an-instance-group-to-a-loadbalancer 

 

QUESTION 3
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You are increasing your usage of Cloud VPN between on-premises and GCP, and you want to support more traffic than
a single tunnel can handle. You want to increase the available bandwidth using Cloud VPN. 

What should you do? 

A. Double the MTU on your on-premises VPN gateway from 1460 bytes to 2920 bytes. 

B. Create two VPN tunnels on the same Cloud VPN gateway that point to the same destination VPN gateway IP
address. 

C. Add a second on-premises VPN gateway with a different public IP address. Create a second tunnel on the existing
Cloud VPN gateway that forwards the same IP range, but points at the new on-premises gateway IP. 

D. Add a second Cloud VPN gateway in a different region than the existing VPN gateway. Create a new tunnel on the
second Cloud VPN gateway that forwards the same IP range, but points to the existing on-premises VPN gateway IP
address. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You created a VPC network named Retail in auto mode. You want to create a VPC network named Distribution and
peer it with the Retail VPC. 

How should you configure the Distribution VPC? 

A. Create the Distribution VPC in auto mode. Peer both the VPCs via network peering. 

B. Create the Distribution VPC in custom mode. Use the CIDR range 10.0.0.0/9. Create the necessary subnets, and
then peer them via network peering. 

C. Create the Distribution VPC in custom mode. Use the CIDR range 10.128.0.0/9. Create the necessary subnets, and
then peer them via network peering. 

D. Rename the default VPC as "Distribution" and peer it via network peering. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://cloud.google.com/vpc/docs/using-vpc 

 

QUESTION 5

You want to use Partner Interconnect to connect your on-premises network with your VPC. You already have an
Interconnect partner. 

What should you first? 

A. Log in to your partner\\'s portal and request the VLAN attachment there. 

B. Ask your Interconnect partner to provision a physical connection to Google. 
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C. Create a Partner Interconnect type VLAN attachment in the GCP Console and retrieve the pairing key. 

D. Run gcloud compute interconnect attachments partner update / -region --admin-enabled. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://cloudplatform.googleblog.com/2018/06/Partner-Interconnect-now-generallyavailable.html 
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